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PROGRAMME APPROACH
" UPSC CSE requires awell crafted strategized effort to crack in which "0ne size

fits all" approach towards subjects is of little benefit. The gap between prelims
of preceding year and the next, always presents agrey area where the

students remain confused about the focus. In our sustained efforts to stand by
our students in their journey to success, we have designed aprogram which is

crisp yet substantive to cover entire syllabus for Mains 2023 (Basics to
advance) in aspan of 7 months, leaving ample time to focus on next Prelims. "

General Studies (Mains) and
Essay carry most weightage in

the Mains Examination. The
performance of a candidate in

these sections remains crucial to
make it to the final list.

The syllabus for mains is
vast, diverse and at the

same time requires a multi
disciplinary approach to

handle it. These inter
linkages need a well

strategized preparation
to master.
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Our program does that for you

and more. The program covers not
only class lectures, but also tests

and answer writing sessions, all of
them with one-to-one feedback

system and doubt clearing
sessions to make you not just

exam ready, but selection ready.
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FAQ's

What is this Course all about?
GS Mains Course is a specially designed course to cover the entire mains
syllabus from basics to advance. This course caters to your needs and
helps catch up with your peers in spite of a delayed beginning. The course
covers the entire Mains syllabus from October to March, leaving ample time
to focus on Prelims.

Who can get enrolled in this course?
This course is specially designed for students who want to get "Mains
Ready" and are looking to take their mains preparation a notch higher.

What is the total coverage of this Course?
The course will cover:
(9 GS Mains Paper 1, 2, 3, 4

& Essay

(9 GS Mains Test Series

(9 Daily Answer Writing Practice

(9 Ethics Test Series

(9 Essay Test Series

(9 2 Years Contemporary Issues

(9 Study Material

What will be the duration of this course?
The duration of this course will be around 5 Months.

How will the current affair be covered?
After prelims Special classes will be provided for current affair update and
revision.

Willi get study material?
Comprehensive Study Material for GS Mains Paper 1, 2, 3, 4 + Current
Affairs will be provided.

What will be mode of instructions for this course?
Online as well Offline mode
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